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Introduction Sensometry is a huge field of study, with a lot of application. « Napping » is an innovating way of collecting data, used to quantify differences between products. This method consists, for the panelist, in arranging P products on a tablecloth (60 cm x 40 cm), so that if two products are similar, they are close on the tablecloth. The underpinned idea is to represent a factorial plan with two imaginary axes. An inventory of the distances between the products is taken by tablecloth according to the two axes. Thus, the final data frame is composed of P individual and 2J variables, as in the following table: Panelist 1 's tablecloth X-axis Y-axis



Product 1 : : p : : P



…



Panelist j's tablecloth X-axis Y-axis



Panelist J's tablecloth X-axis Y-axis



…



xpj



…



…



xpj : coordinate of the product p on the x-axis of the tablecloth j



Several statistical methods have been developed to analyze those kinds of data frames. Three of them will be introduced: the MFA (Multiple Factorial Analysis), and one of its variant the PMFA, and finally the INDSCAL model. The data frame we will be working on is a napping collection about 12 perfumes, described by 98 panelists. Here is shown an extract of the data frame (EP=eau de parfum, ET=eau de toilette) Produit J’adore (ET) Chanel n°5 Angel (EP)



1X 34 51,5 47



1Y 22 26 28,5



2X 9 54 28



2Y 8 22 8



3X 4 57 56



3Y 28 28 5



:



:



:



:



:



:



:



… … … …



Multiple Factorial Analysis Procrustean Multiple Factor Analysis Indscal Model Conclusion



Multiple Factorial Analysis The method consists in creating groups of variables that will have the same weight into the factorial analysis. As a result, to process napping data frames, each tablecloth will represent a group of two variables in order to balance the influence of the panelists. For example the first panelist’s tablecloth becomes the first group of the MFA. The data are centered but not normalized to keep the predominance of one direction over the other on the tablecloth. What’s more, a separate analysis is performed by group, a PCA in this case, whose principal components will be compared to the factorial axes of the MFA.



Partial axes



This graphic shows the correlation between the partial axes of the separate analyses (PCAs) and the first factorial plan of the MFA. For example the first dimension of the 6th panelist’s tablecloth is strongly correlated to the first axis of the MFA. It means that the first axis of the PCA for this panelist is almost the same as the first axis of the MFA realized here. Thus the principal dimension of variability of the perfumes is the same for this panelist and the whole panel.
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Groups representation On this graphic, is indicated the link between a group of variables and a principal component of the global analysis. If a group has a coordinate close to 1 on the horizontal (or vertical) axis, it means that the first (or second) dimension of the MFA is close to the principal dimension of variability of this group. We can come to the same conclusions of the previous graph, that is to say, the principal dimension of variability of the 6th group is the first dimension of the MFA.
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Correlation circle The correlation circle shows the correlation between the two axis of the MFA and the variables which are the coordinates on the two axes of a tablecloth. In this graphic, some panelists have been chosen depending on their representation. For example the yaxis of the 40th panelist‘s tablecloth is strongly correlated to the first factorial axis of the MFA. It means that this panelist used the width of the tablecloth to oppose the perfumes which are different according to the first axis of the MFA. Moreover the x-axis of the 27th panelist is correlated to the axis 2 of the MFA. Indeed, this panelist used the length of the tablecloth to oppose the perfumes which are different according to the second axis of the MFA. So, the 27th and 40th panelists have different criteria to classify the perfumes in the x-axis.



Scatter plot The scatter plot of the MFA represents an average tablecloth. The first factorial plan gathers 32.71+13.88 = 36.59% of the variability. So this map shows a representation of the perfumes which are similar or different for the panel. According to the first axis, two sets of perfumes are clearly defined. Whereas the second axis shows a gradation inside the two groups: it opposes “Angel (EP)” to “Chanel n°5” in the first set, and “Lolita Lempicka (EP)” to “Pleasures (EP) in the second. For example, we can see that the perfumes “J’adore (EP)” and “J’adore (ET)” are similar for the panel because they have the same position on the scatter plot. We can also notice that the perfumes “Shalimar (ET)” and “J’adore (EP)” are really different (because they are opposed on the first axis).



Scatter plot with partial points Here is the same graphic as the precedent, but with further information. Indeed, for each perfume, it is possible to have its partial points. It is the representation of each perfume for each panelist. This representation allows to see the variability between all the panelists. As an example, we just have represented the partial points of the perfume “Chanel n°5”. And each partial point of this perfume, associated to the average point, corresponds to its perception by a certain



panelist. Thus, the partial point corresponding to the point of view of the 28th panelist has a very negative coordinate on the second axis, so according to this panelist “Chanel n°5” is extreme on the second axis. Likewise, this perfume is extreme on the second axis as far as the 20th panelist is concerned, but has a very positive coordinate. So this representation is very useful when you want to compare all the points of view of the groups of variables built in the AFM method. To sum up, the MFA method is very useful to analyze the data from the “napping” method. In fact, because of the weighting, each panelist has the same effect in the MFA. And the representation shows the differences between perfumes according to a synthesis of all the tablecloths. Furthermore, this method can be used to analyze jointly different groups of variables. For example, in the sensory analysis, we can have variables related to the view, the taste, the smelling…). We could also put some supplementary groups of variables in the analysis, to add information.



Procrustean Multiple Factor Analysis The aim of the PMFA method is to compare one particular tablecloth to the average one, through a graphical representation. For each panelist we project the graphical representation of his tablecloth on the average graphical representation. First a MFA is processed, and then the graphical representation of one tablecloth is obtained in superimposing the graphical representation and the average graphical representation in the best fashion. The RV-coefficient (0 
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